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ABsTRACT. The results obtained through biological research usu-
ally need to be analyzed using computational tools, since manual 
analysis becomes unfeasible due to the complexity and size of these 
results. For instance, the study of quasispecies frequently demands 
the analysis of several, very lengthy sequences of nucleotides and 
amino acids. Therefore, bioinformatics tools for the study of qua-
sispecies are constantly being developed due to different problems 
found by biologists. In the present study, we address the develop-
ment of a software tool for the evaluation of population diversity in 
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quasispecies. Special attention is paid to the localization of genome 
regions prone to changes, as well as of possible hot spots.
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Genetic variability

InTRoDuCTIon

The emerging field of bioinformatics is constantly under development, and has re-
cently stimulated a deep interest among computer scientists (Liew et al., 2005). This inter-
est is related mainly to the fact that biologists need the power of computer processing to 
analyze the results obtained from experimental research, making it possible to recognize 
patterns in different sequences of nucleotides or amino acids. The patterns can show many 
important pieces of information for the biologists in their studies.

Very often, the amount of data that biologists obtain in their research becomes un-
manageable with manual analysis. Therefore, both computers and specialized algorithms 
play an essential role in performing this study.

Choosing and constructing the correct algorithm for each case is the most impor-
tant step in obtaining the correct answer in an acceptable time (Anbarasu et al., 1999). The 
main issue is to define which algorithm will be chosen and how to implement it to achieve 
the correct answer and the best optimization.

Generally, quasispecies analysis needs a special algorithm designed for each case 
to be considered. In other words, this is an important field of bioinformatics and must be 
explored through studies trying to develop the most generic algorithm to treat the qua-
sispecies problem. In the next section, we will realize that quasispecies analysis leads to 
many distinct problems.

Quasispecies problem

An important feature of viruses with RNA genome is their genetic variability. 
This variability may have important consequences on the pathogenesis of infections and 
related diseases (Pawlotsky, 2003). 

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is an RNA virus that represents the major causes of liver 
disease in the world. The resulting genetic variability defines a classification in clades, 
genotypes, subtypes, isolates, and quasispecies (Le Guillou-Guillemette et al., 2007). Fur-
thermore, in infected individuals, quasispecies circulate as a population of many different 
but closely related viral variants (Martell et al., 1992; Domingo et al., 2006). The average 
nucleotide differences, along with the entire HCV genome, are approximately 20-30%, 
10-20% and less than 10% for HCV genotypes, subtypes and quasispecies, respectively 
(Zhou et al., 2007). Genetic variability has been studied in many regions of the HCV. 
However, most studies analyzing HCV quasispecies have been directed toward short se-
quences of the viral genome, producing little information about entire regions of the virus 
with encoded proteins relevant to mechanisms of viral replication and propagation.

In quasispecies, the analysis of lengthy nucleotide sequences of the viral genome 
is not feasible without the use of bioinformatics tools, because variants may have several 
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nucleotide mutations among them.
Therefore, we developed a bioinformatics tool we called LOCQSPEC (“Localiza-

dor de Quasiespécies”, or Quasispecies Locator). It is a tool built on C++ programming 
language, which makes it possible to compare a set of sequences, determining whether 
they are similar or different sequences. In the different sequences, it is possible to find the 
spot places where changes of nucleotides or amino acids are present.

Based on the results, the population diversity of quasispecies may be evaluated, 
and it is possible to investigate a genome permissive to change and possible hot spots.

To the extent of our knowledge there is no software available that performs the 
same work as ours. The way our software was built had a particular intention: to improve 
the work of research biologists in the Laboratory of Genomics Studies, who need soft-
ware that is easy to operate for analysis of results. Before we created the software, these 
scientists performed an exhaustive search for software similar to LOCQSPEC, but they 
could not find any.

This set of routines is intended to be an open source. We intend to keep the source 
code available for download and also to create a web version for researchers’ use. This 
web version will be published in a future paper.

sequence alignments

There are several softwares to perform sequence alignments, each of them work-
ing in a particular way. Some of them can be used in general to align sequences and un-
cover patterns among them, and many others are for biological inferences. For instance, 
Gao and Qiao (2000) described a general parallel implementation algorithm. It performs 
the operations of pairwise alignment, star alignment, phylogeny reconstruction, and gen-
eralized tree alignment.

In the context of pattern recognition, there are also several efficient tools for re-
vealing these patterns. A method has been described that detects binding sites in coding 
regions (Blanchette, 2003).

Otherwise, there are softwares for specific proposals. For instance, in the study of 
Kececioglu and Starrett (2004), we may find an algorithm refinement for sequence align-
ments where it is intended to minimize the linear gap-costs. With respect to quasispecies 
research, there are researchs showing some progress in this area. Buendia and Narasimhan 
(2004) used multiple distance matrices and correlation rules to output the phylogenetic tree.

In this paper, we consider a more simplified approach for the problem of quasispe-
cies search. For the applications we devised, this simplified approach results in ease of soft-
ware maintenance and more user-friendly interfaces, when compared to other methods.

MATERIAL AnD METHoDs

Methods applied to routines

Here, we give an overview of how the routines were developed and how they 
were applied in the context of quasispecies problems. The flowchart presented in Figure 1 
shows the order in which each section is performed in the algorithm.
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Figure 1. Overview of the algorithm.
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organization of the sequences

The first step is to create groups of sequences. The flowchart in Figure 2 illustrates this 
part of the algorithm. 

Figure 2. Organization of the sequences in the flowchart.
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Each group (P) corresponds to a set of identical sequences (S) that can be found more 
than once with distinct names in the sequence entry sets. The construction of each group starts 
with an identity verification based on parity among sequences that have been grouped. For the 
first grouping, verification is not necessary. The first sequence of the set is directly associated 
with the first group. For the other sequences, their identity is verified relative to the entire set 
of existing groups. There is an optimization in this process to stop the verification whenever 
a mismatch is found. Otherwise, when there is an identity, the sequence is associated with the 
group, and the next sequence to be verified is begun. If all existing groups are verified and no 
identity is found, a new group is formed, and the new sequence is associated with it. The entry 
sequences must be given as FASTA format in order to be correctly processed by LOCQSPEC.

This grouping is the first step to verify the differences among all or among some se-
quences of the set. As in the study of the species’ variability, some sequences may not show 
variation. Thus, one grouping should be used to avoid redundance in a later analysis, and to 
make the visualization of the results clearer.

Identification of conserved positions

When a grouping is completed, the tool starts by searching the conserved positions 
among the sequences of interest. The sequences of interest may be from only one patient, 
from many of them, from particular sequences, or from a whole entry set. The identification 
of conserved positions is performed in groups that contain these sequences. These groups are 
defined from the parameter setgroupstart that is passed to the tool. This parameter allows the 
definition of all groups, which contain sequences whose names start with a determined value. 
An example of the usage for setgroupstart can be seen in the Results section. The advantage 
of this option is the possibility to use only one entry file to analyze different sets of sequences, 
thus improving the tool’s efficiency.

The process of identifying the conserved positions is carried out for the defined groups. 
This identification locates, among the groups, which columns are conserved. Each of 

these columns is conserved with a specific residue. Both the column position and residue are 
stored in an array of similarities. 

Each sequence column is compared, and those not showing variation are stored in this 
array. The different positions are not present in the array.

From this array, the information of interest is shown on the screen according to the 
parameter, which was provided to the program. The similarities flag shows the similarities 
among groups. The original form shows the symbols in the conserved positions and lines in 
variation locations. Nevertheless, other forms of visualization are also available. One of them 
shows all conserved positions; another exhibits motifs and is useful in pattern recognition.

In the same way, the positions where differences occur are exhibited using the flag dif-
ferences. However, all differences are only shown in the variability visualization step, together 
with the related statistics for them. The statistics indicate the relative amount of occurrences 
for specific profiles. As the variability shows a large set of information, the possibility to de-
fine the places of interest makes the investigation of quasispecies feasible.

The flowchart in Figure 3 shows the order in which the parameter setgroupstart and 
the flags similarities and differences are analyzed and how they work. The continuous line 
region shows the default option for the algorithm.
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Figure 3. Identification of conserved positions in the flowchart.

Visualization of variabilities

Useful information for identifying which kind of variability has occurred is shown only 
in one region or in a specific place of sequences, although it is possible to exhibit this information 
in the whole sequence. This kind of generalization makes a specific investigation unfeasible, due 
to the large set of information that needs to be shown on the screen. Thus, it is desirable to define 
one region to make the analysis. This place of analysis is defined with knowledge of information 
obtained in the last step and it is passed to the program through the parameter pos.

For one specific position, the program shows all the residues that are present in that 
position. For a range of positions from a given initial position to a final position, one set of 
grouped residues is exhibited. All the profiles obtained are shown. Together with them some 
important information is presented. Using the flag showsimgroups, it may be demonstrated, 
for instance, in which groups each of these profiles appear. 

The flowchart in Figure 4 shows the order in which the parameter pos and the flag 
showsimgroups are analyzed and how they work. The continuous line region shows the de-
fault option for the algorithm. In the dotted line region, we have another conditional structure, 
whose default option is also indicated.
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REsuLTs

To demonstrate the functionality of the tool, we executed some tests taking many 
variations of input parameters. The FASTA file used has 165 aligned sequences.

The first test executes the tool in its basic configuration, when only the input file was 
informed without any additional parameter. The grouping of these sequences is shown in the 
screen and it identifies the identical sequences. In this test, 118 distinct groups were identified. 
Almost all of them have only one sequence. Nevertheless, some sequence groups showed up 
to 12 identical sequences. One part of these groups is presented as follows:

Figure 4. Visualization of variabilities in the flowchart.
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In the second test, the flag similarities is passed to the tool, and is required from the 
program to identify the similarities among all 118 groups. The way to exhibit these similarities 
is through symbols, showing only the conserved residues. Those that had variation in at least 
one group are shown with a trace. 

In case it is desired to show the specific position of differences, the differences flag 
may be used. The results are shown below.

Although the results show only the locations where variabilities have occurred, bio-
logical inferences cannot be made. We also need to know the kind of variability. It is also 
necessary to know which residues are found in this place, in order to make some inference. In 
the next test, specific information of regions is shown. With the parameter pos, the stretches of 
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interest are indicated (if it is only one position or a range of positions) and whole differences 
are shown. In this test, the showsimgroups flag was also used to show the groups where a spe-
cific pattern occurs. The range between positions 25 and 30 has the following result:

The last test shows the function, which selects specific parts of the input file. In this 
case we selected only the sequences that start with 22, those that start with 39 and sequence 
NS5A1a. In the following, the result is shown together with the similarities, the positions 
where differences occurred, and specific information for positions between 25 and 30.
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ConCLusIons AnD FuTuRE PERsPECTIvEs

The presenty study was intended to show a bioinformatics tool that works with two 
approaches for the analysis of quasispecies in an easy and efficient way. These two approaches 
were adopted according to the needs of biologists who collaborated on this study with empiri-
cal knowledge.

The use of parameters such as an input data improved the way to work with the tool, 
which operates in text mode. Generally, in professional tools every input is entered in the pro-
gram in this way, making this the most important reason to adopt this approach.

Based on the results of last section, one sees that the tool shows the sequences and the 
results of sequence analysis in an easy way, to be conveniently analyzed by biologists.

The future perspectives are the development of a graphic user interface in desktop 
mode, in which the user will be able to execute the tool in a simpler manner. Later, a web 
version will be created, so that the user can access the tool on the internet and use it on any 
computer.
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